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ABSTRACT: In this study, anatase samples enclosed by the majority of
three different crystal facets {0 0 1}, {1 0 0}, and {1 0 1} were
successfully synthesized. These materials were further studied toward
photocatalytic degradation of phenol and toluene as model organic
pollutants in water and gas phases. The obtained results were analyzed
concerning their surface structure, reaction type, and surface develop-
ment. Moreover, the regression model was created to find the
correlation between the possible predictors and the photodegradation
rate constants (k). From the studied factors, the trapping energy of
charge carriers at the surface was found to be the most significant one,
exponentially affecting the observed k. This resulted in the overall per-
surface activity between the samples being in the order {1 0 1} > {1 0 0}
> {0 0 1}. Further introduction of the surface energy (Esurf) to the regression model and the number of possible trapping centers per
number of pollutant’s molecules (ntrap·n−1) improved the model accuracy, simultaneously showing the dependence on the reaction
type. In the case of phenol photocatalytic degradation, the best accuracy was observed for the model including Esurf ·(ntrap·n−1)1/2
relation, while for the toluene degradation, it included Esurf

2 and the S·n−1 ratio, where S is the simple surface area. Concerning
different surface features which influence photocatalytic performance and are commonly discussed in the literature, the results
presented in this study suggest that trapping is of particular importance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following early work on photo-induced reactions over
semiconductor particles,1−4 photocatalytic processes have
been widely developed and proposed as a possible way to
induce redox reactions inside the chemical systems.5−7

Primarily, environmental and energy-related applications are
extensively studied, including photocatalytic water splitting,8,9

H2 generation,10,11 CO2 and heavy metal reduction,12−14 as
well as degradation of organic pollutants from water and air
streams.15−18 Each of these processes is initiated by photon
absorption and creation of electron−hole pairs, which can
further undergo charge transfer to the substrate present at the
surface, inducing its chemical transformation. The efficiency of
such a transfer and the number of transferred charge carriers
directly determine the final efficiency of the process and strictly
depend on the nature of the photocatalyst. Because of this,
many studies focus on designing new photocatalytic materials,
which could provide the highest efficiency of such photo-to-
chemical energy conversion,19−22 therefore increasing their
applicational potential. For an unmodified material, several
factors are well known to be crucial in relation to photo-
catalytic performance in specific reactions, such as valence
band/conduction band potentials, band gap type, and light

absorption efficiency.23−27 Due to the suitable band edge
alignment, TiO2 is the most studied photocatalytic material
and became almost a standard in the photocatalytic
degradation processes of different organic pollutants.28−33

However, significant differences in performance are observed
depending on the synthesis conditions, which influence the
structural and textural properties of the photocatalytic
material.34−37 This suggests that comprehensive studies are
still needed to describe what makes a specific material an
exceptional photocatalyst.

Since the desired charge transfer must occur strictly on the
surface, one of the more recent approaches in this aspect is to
develop photocatalytic materials with a strictly defined surface
structure.38−42 So far, the presented results have shown that
the efficiency of the process strongly depends on the nature of
the crystal facet exposed at the photocatalyst’s surface.
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However, the exact details on what surface features affect
observed performance remain an open question. Different
properties, including (i) high surface energy,43,44 (ii) high
number of the active sites,45 (iii) efficient trapping and
consumption of the charge carriers,39 as well as (iv) efficient
adsorption of the substrates,46 are some of the commonly
highlighted reasons behind the high photocatalytic activity of
such materials. However, majority of the studies presented in
the literature considered the above parameters separately,
without attempts to indicate the dominant factor, which
influence mostly the photocatalytic performance. Simulta-
neously, from the strictly material design-oriented point of
view, it is desired to know which surface feature could be
dominant for the considered reaction. Such an approach could
help to further design, simulate, and optimize the photocatalyst
surface without extensive experimental work. However, such a
link between possible surface-related factors and observed
activity is hardly found so far.

In this regard, the present study aimed to explain how the
surface structure of the anatase affects the photodegradation
efficiency of the aromatic organic compounds. Specifically,
three questions were raised before this work:

1 Is there a surface structure-related factor that could be
identified as the dominant one regarding the photo-
catalytic degradation of organic pollutants?

2 How this dominant factor affects the observed reaction
rate (linearly, exponentially, or other)?

3 If the dominant factor can be recognized, what is the
impact of the other factors? For example, can they be
neglected?

To find answers for these questions, anatase nanoparticles
exposing the majority of the {0 0 1}, {1 0 0}, and {1 0 1}
crystal facets were prepared and used for phenol and toluene
photocatalytic degradation in the water and gas phases.
Experimental results of degradation were further correlated
with well-known factors that describe differences between the
exposed facets, such as the surface energy, the number of
trapping centers, and the trapping energy. The present work
focuses primarily on the simple predictors that should be
possible to obtain through computational studies as it might be
helpful for further design of new photocatalytic materials
without extensive experimental work.

2. METHODS
2.1. Chemicals. Commercial titanium(IV) oxide P25

(Evonik, Germany), ≥96% sodium and potassium hydroxides
(POCH, Poland), ≥99% titanium tert-butoxide (Alfa Aesar,
Germany), 50% hydrofluoric acid (w/w, Chempur, Poland),
≥99% n-butanol (Alfa Aesar, Germany), ≥99% ammonium
chloride (Sigma Aldrich, Germany), and 25% ammonia
solution (w/w, POCH, Poland) were used during the
syntheses as received from the manufacturers. Phenol, ortho-
hydroxyphenol, para-hydroxyphenol, para-benzoquinone
(≥98%, Merck, Germany), and toluene (>99.5%, POCH,
Poland) were used as model pollutants/byproducts and
standards for calibration. High-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) grade acetonitrile and H3PO4 solution (85% w/w)
were used for the mobile phase preparation and provided by
Merck, Germany. During the gas-phase experiments, toluene
was dispersed in the synthetic air (Air Liquid, Poland).
2.2. Preparation of the Photocatalysts. Anatase TiO2

nanoparticle, exposing majority of {0 0 1}, {1 0 0}, and {1 0 1}

facets were synthesized in three different reaction systems
based on previous reports.42,47,48 All reactions were prepared
under hydrothermal/solvothermal conditions using Teflon-
lined reactors of given volume and the laboratory oven.
Presented times include approximately 1−1.5 h of oven
heating to the final temperature. Preparation of the {0 0 1}
exposed photocatalysts was conducted starting from 17 cm3 of
titanium tert-butoxide as the Ti source, which was mixed with
30 cm3 of n-butanol and 3.4 cm3 of 50% HF solution inside the
200 cm3 reactor. The prepared mixture was heated up to 210
°C for 18 h. Synthesis of the nanoparticles enclosed with the
{1 0 0} facets was started by treating 1 g of commercial P25
titanium dioxide with 40 cm3 of 10 M sodium hydroxide
solution inside the 100 cm3 reactor at 120 °C for 20 h. The
obtained Na-titanate product was centrifuged and washed with
water until the pH reached a level between 10 and 11, and half
of the product was immediately placed inside the 200 cm3

reactor without drying. The second synthesis step was carried
out using 120 cm3 of water, and the mixture was heated up to
210 °C for 16 h. Finally, preparation of the nanoparticles
exposing {1 0 1} facets was conducted similar to the {1 0 0}
ones using 40 cm3 of 8.5 M potassium hydroxide solution in
the first step and heating it to 200 °C for 16 h. The obtained
analogical K-titanate product was washed with water until pH
was between 7 and 8 and dried at 80 °C. The dried product
was grounded, and 0.4 g of the final powder was taken for the
second reaction using 100 cm3 of NH4Cl/NH4OH buffer, with
the concentration of both compounds being 0.3 M (the pH
was around 9). The final reaction was conducted at 210 °C for
16 h. All final products were centrifuged and washed with
water five times, then dried at 80 °C, and grounded before
further characterization.
2.3. Characterization of the Photocatalysts. The

obtained materials were analyzed using powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Measurements were performed using a
Rigaku MiniFlex diffractometer with the Cuα radiation source
within the 2θ range between 2 and 90°. The scanning speed
and step were 1°·min−1 and 0.005°, respectively. The
morphology of the obtained photocatalysts was observed
under a FEI Quanta FEG 250 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) after covering with the Au layer to help remove
introduced excess electrons. Based on the observed morphol-
ogy, the nature of the exposed facets was confirmed by
comparing the symmetry of the nanoparticles with the
characteristic shapes. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy meas-
urements in the UV and visible light range (DR-UV/vis) were
performed using a Thermo Fisher Evolution 220 spectropho-
tometer. Absorption spectra were recorded using BaSO4 as a
standard in the incident light range of 200−800 nm. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed using a PHI 5000 VersaProbe (ULVAC-PHI)
spectrometer with monochromatic Al Kα radiation (hν =
1486.6 eV) from an X-ray source operating at 100 μm spot
size, 25 W, and 15 kV. The high-resolution (HR) XPS spectra
were collected with the hemispherical analyzer at the pass
energy of 117.4 and the energy step size of 0.1 eV. The X-ray
beam was incident at the sample surface at the angle of 45°
with respect to the surface normal, and the analyzer axis was
located at 45° with respect to the surface. CasaXPS software
was used to evaluate the XPS data. Deconvolution of all HR
XPS spectra was performed using a Shirley background and a
Gaussian peak shape with 30% Lorentzian character. The
obtained powders’ surface area was measured using the 10-
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point Brunauer−Emmet−Teller (BET) isotherm method
within the p/p0 range of 0.05−0.3. Analyses were performed
with the Micromeritics Gemini V apparatus at the temperature
of 77 K using N2 as the adsorbate. Before the measurements,
each sample was degassed at 140 °C for 3 h under the N2 flow.
2.4. Photocatalytic Degradation of Phenol. The

photocatalyst activity was tested toward removing phenol
from the aqueous phase as the model reaction for the water
purification process. Each sample was analyzed using a 25 cm3

quartz reactor. Phenol solution was prepared from the stock
solution (∼500 mg·dm−3), and the first sample was analyzed
using HPLC/diode array detector (DAD) after dilution and
before introducing photocatalysts to check the actual
concentration at the start of the process. The prepared
suspension of the photocatalyst ((25 ± 0.5) mg in 25 cm3 of
phenol solution) was mixed under a magnetic stirrer with 600
rpm, thermostated to (20 ± 1)°C and bubbled with (4 ± 0.5)
dm3·h−1 of airflow. The whole system was left for 30 min to
achieve adsorption−desorption equilibrium and was further
irradiated with the 300 W Xe lamp equipped with the water
filter to cut off infrared light. Prior to the process, the reactor-
lamp distance was set up to achieve (30 ± 1) mW·cm−2 of the
UV flux at the reactor border.

The collected samples were analyzed using a Shimadzu
Prominence HPLC/DAD. Separation was performed using a
Phenomenex C18 column operating at 45 °C and with a
mobile phase consisting of (v/v) 0.7 acetonitrile, 0.295 water,
and 0.05 H3PO4 solution (85% w/w). Analyses were
performed after the external calibration with pure compounds.
2.5. Photocatalytic Degradation of Toluene. To study

the efficiency of toluene degradation in the gas phase,
approximately 0.1 g of each sample was dispersed in 5 cm3

of water overnight using a magnetic stirrer, and the prepared
suspension was later drop-casted onto the clean glass substrate
with the measured dimension to prepared the photocatalyst
layer. After applying the suspension, the substrate was dried at
90 °C. For each sample, three substrate sizes were used to
achieve a different surface area of the photocatalyst. Further
degradation process was performed in a flat stainless-steel
reactor with a working volume of 30 cm3. The reactor was
equipped with a quartz window, two valves, and a septum, with
25 light-emitting diodes (LEDs) acting as the UV light source
(λmax = 375 nm). The intensity of the incident UV light above
the photocatalyst layer was (5 ± 0.5) mW·cm−2.

In a typical experiment, the prepared substrate was placed in
the center of the reactor, and the reactor was filled with the
mixture of toluene and synthetic air at a flow rate of 0.17 m3·
h−1 for 1 min (toluene concentration approx. 40 mg·dm−3).
After this time, the flow was stopped, and the reactor was
closed with the valves. Before the photocatalytic process, the
system was kept in the dark for 40 min to achieve an
adsorption−desorption equilibrium, followed by 30 min of
LED irradiation. The concentration of toluene was measured
chromatographically by collecting gas samples from the reactor
through the septum using a gastight syringe. Analysis was
performed using a gas chromatograph (Clarus 500, Perki-
nElmer) equipped with a flame ionization detector and a DB-1
capillary column (30 m × 0.32 mm, film thickness 3.0 μm).
Prior to the analysis, calibration was performed using toluene
samples with known concentration.
2.6. Analysis of the Results concerning Surface

Energy and Trapping Energy. The obtained degradation
results were analyzed with respect to the reported values of

surface energy, as well as the trapping energy of e− and h+ at
the models of the (0 0 1), (1 0 0), and (1 0 1) surfaces.49,50

The values of both predictors, presented in Table 1, were

obtained from the works of Lazzeri et al. for the surface
energy49 as well as Ma et al. in the case of trapping energies.50

Prior to the analysis, the results of toluene and phenol
degradation were transformed from initial mg·dm−3 to mmol·
dm−3, and the rate constant k was determined assuming I-order
kinetics, as commonly observed during the photocatalytic
reactions

k C C td ln( / ) d0
1= ·

where C0 is the pollutant concentration at the start of the
irradiation, d is the derivative, and t is the time. For further
analysis, the total number of pollutant molecules in the
reaction system was also calculated to compare with the
photocatalyst surface area.51 Different phenol concentrations
and different sizes of the photocatalyst layer were used to
achieve different amounts of phenol/toluene molecules
reacting per surface unit of each structure. The photocatalyst
concentration was fixed for water-phase experiments to
minimize its effect on each series’ light scattering inside the
slurry.52 Furthermore, additional analysis was also performed
upon considering the total number of undercoordinated
species on each surface that could act as the trapping center
for both charge carriers. In this case, the total surface area was
replaced with the calculated number of “active” atoms.

The obtained experimental data were statistically modeled
using regression analysis to find the correlation with all
considered predictors. Analysis was started from the simple
correlation between the available surface area (or the number
of active sites) and the number of pollutant molecules. This
arranged all results within three groups depending on the
surface type. Further analysis considered the difference
between these groups to be purely surface-type dependent.
Ultimately, different models were analyzed, and their fit to the
experimental data was monitored using the residual sum of
squares (RSS) to find the best correlation.
2.7. Electron Localization on an F-Modified Anatase

TiO2 (0 0 1) Surface. To study possible electron trapping on
the fluorinated {0 0 1} anatase facet, additional density
functional theory calculations (DFT) of the (0 0 1) surface
slab model were performed using the VASP code.53−56 The
DFT calculations considered dipole-corrections, spin polar-
ization, and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE57) ex-
change−correlation functional, including D3 dispersion
corrections58,59 to correctly describe the van der Waals
interactions. The wave function of valence electrons was
expanded using a plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of
415 eV, with core electrons implicitly considered with the
projector augmented wave method.60 Orbital occupations were

Table 1. Reported Surface Energies and Trapping Energies
of e− and h+ on Different Anatase Surfaces. Presented
Values Correspond to Models in Vacuum

surface
model

surface energy
(J·m−2)

trapping energy
e− (J·10−19)

trapping energy
h+ (J·10−19) refs.

(0 0 1) 0.90 0a 0.77 49,50

(1 0 0) 0.53 0.83 1.47
(1 0 1) 0.44 2.13 1.67

aReported trapping does not occur at the surface atoms.
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set using Gaussian smearing with a width of 0.01. Convergence
criteria for total energies and for atomic positions were 10−5 eV
and 0.01 eV/Å, respectively. The Brillouin zone was sampled
with a 4 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack grid of special k-points.61

The prepared model consisted of the (0 0 1) surface of TiO2
as a 3 × 3 periodically repeated slab with 18 TiO2 layers (6 Ti
layers), terminated by O on the one side (the “bulk” side of the
slab) and by F on the other side (the “free” side of the slab).
During atomic position optimizations, the nine bottom most
TiO2 units and the oxygen termination were fixed to mimic the
bulk structure.62 The width of the slab was approximately 16 Å,
and the simulation box height was fixed at 28 Å, leaving 12 Å
of vacuum width to avoid interaction between periodic replicas
of the system in the direction perpendicular to the surface.

In order to force charge localization on the surface Ti site,
two steps were performed.63−65 First, the wavefunction of the
selected Ti was changed to V, creating a singly negatively
charged TiO2 system since the neutral V atom contains one
more electron than a neutral Ti. Also, the V atom contains one
more proton in its nucleus than a Ti one, and it attracts
electrons more strongly. The second step for localizing charge
around a Ti atom consists of replacing the V atom with a Ti
one again and using the wavefunction obtained in the first step
as the starting point for calculating the electronic density of the
TiO2 system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Photocatalysts’ Characterization. The crystal

structure and morphology of the prepared photocatalysts
were analyzed with powder XRD measurements and SEM
observations to confirm their desired structure. The obtained
XRD patterns and selected images from the electron
microscope are presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The single-phase anatase structure was present for all samples,
only with some differences in the relative intensity of selected
signals. This is in agreement with the expected shape variance
between the samples since the different sizes of the crystal in a
specific direction and their orientation to the X-ray source
should affect the width and intensity of the reflections.40 In this
regard, especially broadening of the (0 0 4) and (1 0 5) signals
for the {0 0 1} sample is in agreement with the expected size

reduction along with the [0 0 1] direction, which by now is a
well-documented effect.66−72 Furthermore, similar features
might also be noticed for the {1 0 0} sample, specifically a
broadening of the (2 0 0) signal and the sharp (0 0 4) one.
Moreover, for the {1 0 1} sample, no significant broadening of
any reflections was noted, with a characteristic higher intensity
of the (1 0 5) reflection, compared to the (2 1 1), around
55°.73,74

Furthermore, based on the observed width of the XRD
reflections, the approximate size of the crystallites in different
crystallographic directions was calculated, as shown in Table 2.

As observed, the relative difference in the observed dimensions
match quite well the expected trends. Especially, the crystallite
size along the [0 0 1] direction, calculated from the (0 0 4)
reflection, is the lowest for the sample exposing {0 0 1} and the
highest for the {1 0 0} one. Moreover, the sample exposing {0
0 1} is the only one with the higher size observed along the [1
0 0] direction, based on the (2 0 0) reflection, than [0 0 1].

Nevertheless, since XRD analysis alone is not sufficient for
the determination of exposed facets, it was further completed
with the morphology observation for all samples. The expected
shape of the nanocrystal in each case can be obtained based on
the Wulff theorem and the known symmetry of the anatase
structure.75 The comparison between expected and observed
morphologies is presented in Figure 2. As shown, the real
samples match their theoretical constructs very well, with
rectangular sheets, rectangular rods, and octahedrons being
formed for the samples exposing the {0 0 1}, {1 0 0}, and {1 0
1} facets, respectively. The formation of each structure results
directly from the combination of HF with n-butanol in the case
of the {0 0 1} sample76,77 as well as from the pH increase
during the growth of the {1 0 1} structures (pH ∼ 9) and the
{1 0 0} ones (pH > 10).78

Furthermore, to study the possible defect formation inside
the obtained nanoparticles, additional DR-UV/vis and XPS
studies were performed. As shown in Figure 3, all of the
samples possess similar surface composition, with Ti 2p and O
1s signals being typical for the stoichiometric TiO2. Especially,
no signs of Ti3+ states are visible for all samples, as well as the
amount of non-lattice oxygen is both limited and similar
between different structures. These additional O signals could
be easily connected with the presence of adsorbed carbon
species on the samples’ surface, which is typical during the XPS
analysis. The only noteworthy feature is the clearly visible
presence of fluoride on the surface of the sample exposing {0 0
1} facets, which match reported signals for the fluorinated
TiO2 (approx. 684.5 eV). Fluorine presence resulted from the
HF introduction during the synthesis and is typical for the HF-
mediated stabilization of the {0 0 1} facets. No signs of a
lattice O-substitution by F is observed (XPS signals for the
binding energy ≥685 eV),79−81 and therefore all of the
observed fluoride is simply adsorbed on the surface Ti. The
atomic F/Ti ratio is 0.25.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of the obtained samples. All reflections
correspond to the anatase TiO2 crystal structure.

Table 2. Calculated Crystallite Size in Different
Crystallographic Directions

sample
crystallite size
(0 0 4) (nm)

crystallite size
(2 0 0) (nm)

crystallite size
(1 0 1) (nm)

{0 0 1} 22 38 39
{1 0 0} 149 115 46
{1 0 1} 81 46 41
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Moreover, as shown in Figure 4, the energy of the valence
band edge observed during the XPS studies is very consistent
between the samples, showing that no shifts in the Fermi
energy level are present. Especially, this shows that no acceptor
defect states should be present above the valence band edge for
each nanostructure.

Finally, the absorption spectra of the prepared samples are
shown in Figure 5a. Similar to the XPS studies, no significant
difference in the observed signals is noticed, and especially no
defined peaks are present for λ > 400 nm. Furthermore, the
absorption edge for the valence-to-conduction band excitation

is almost the same for all nanostructures, and the
corresponding band gap values are very similar for all samples
(Figure 5b). Comparing this with the position of the valence
band edge from Figure 4, it can be seen that the Fermi level of
all samples is also similar and lies approximately 0.35 eV below
the conduction band edge. This is reasonable with the anatase
being the n-type semiconductor and further proves that no
significant concentration of defects should be present within
each sample, as well as they do not alternate the surface states
of the photocatalyst, as evidenced by XPS. In this regard, the
surface structure of all samples is expected to closely represent

Figure 2. SEM images of the obtained samples and their expected shapes based on the designed facet exposition.

Figure 3. XPS signals observed for the Ti, O, and F states on the surface of each nanostructure.
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their theoretical models, excluding F adsorbed on the {0 0 1}
facets, which justify the analysis of their activity with respect to
the different predictors presented in the computational studies.
3.2. Photocatalytic Degradation in Water and Gas

Phases. Prior to testing the photocatalytic activity of the
obtained materials, the surface area of the powders was
measured using the BET method, and the masses of the
photocatalyst’s layer on the substrate were precisely
determined. These data were summarized in Table 3, together
with the exact photocatalyst mass introduced during the water-
phase experiments and the initial concentration of phenol (to
account for possible error during dilution). Regarding the gas-
phase experiments, the toluene concentration was fixed

between the processes. Therefore, it was not considered to
affect the observed differences between the samples.

Furthermore, Figure 6 presents the as-observed photo-
catalytic degradation rates of phenol and toluene over the
prepared samples, and the slope of the fitted line defines the
reaction rate constant k. A visible effect of all three factors can
be observed from the very start of the analysis (surface type,
phenol concentration/layer area, and gaseous/aqueous envi-
ronment). In each case, increasing the number of pollutant
molecules reacting per surface of the photocatalyst lowered the
observed rate constant. This is in agreement with the expected
outcome since an increase in the surface area is known to
promote faster reaction rates as it provides more active centers
for the reaction to occur.51 Similarly, changing the amount of

Figure 4. Valence band edge observed for each sample during the XPS studies.

Figure 5. DR-UV/vis absorption spectra of the obtained TiO2 samples, exposing different crystal facets (a), as well as the corresponding Tauc’s
plots and determined band gap values (b).

Table 3. Summation of the Experimental Factors Affecting the Observed Degradation Efficiency, as Measured Before the
Photocatalytic Tests

aqueous phase gas phase

sample BET surface area (m2·g−1) photocatalyst mass (mg) initial phenol concentration (mmol·dm−3) photocatalyst’s layer mass (mg)

{0 0 1} 38 24.99 0.332 10.02
25.14 0.217 16.28
25.41 0.108 32.65

{1 0 0} 13 25.41 0.323 10.59
24.99 0.207 19.12
25.05 0.108 28.08

{1 0 1} 13 24.57 0.319 5.74
24.47 0.203 12.53
24.59 0.101 14.71
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the reacting pollutant will give the same result, and the final
reaction rate will increase proportionally to the S·n−1 ratio.
This ratio should roughly represent the number of active
centers that are “free” to react with a single pollutant’s
molecule (S is the total surface area and n is the number of
pollutant molecules). The same relation was also observed
previously for the series of different {0 0 1} exposed anatase
nanosheets.42

Ultimately, Figure 7 presents the detailed results of the
phenol degradation and formation of its aromatic byproducts,
including ortho and para-hydroxylated species. As observed,
the amount of degraded phenol strictly correlates with the
amount of the oxidized species, proving that the observed
kinetics of phenol removal represents its chemical trans-
formation rather than a photo-stimulated adsorption. For the
highest removal rates (the {1 0 1} samples), the rapid
formation of the observed byproducts is followed by their
further disappearance, which is expected in the case of step-by-
step oxidation. For all series, increasing the initial phenol
concentration results in higher amounts of formed byproducts
and their slower subsequent removal. This would fit the
expected results as the number of “free” active sites should be
lower when the amount of initial pollutant increases; therefore,
further reaction of byproducts became limited and their higher
accumulation is observed.

Regarding the surface structure, high activity of the {1 0 1}
enclosed octahedrons was noticed for both reactions, while it
especially dominated in the aqueous phase. This is despite the
lowest surface area of this sample. Therefore, the surface
energy should not be a dominant factor for both reactions
since the {1 0 1} surfaces possess the lowest surface energy. In
the aqueous phase, all samples clearly followed the per-surface
activity order of {1 0 1} > {1 0 0} > {0 0 1}, which is in
agreement with some other studies that have shown relatively
low activity of the {0 0 1} surfaces.38,39 On the other hand, the

difference between the octahedrons and other structures is less
visible in the gas phase.

Concerning the {0 0 1} nanosheets and {1 0 0} rods, they
revealed similar activity in both reactions; however, the
measured surface area of the {0 0 1} nanosheets was still 3
times larger than that of the {1 0 0} rods. However, the surface
area exposed to the reaction system is hard to be accurately
provided in the gas phase due to the unknown porosity of the
prepared layer. In such a case, the facile measurement of the
photocatalyst layer area may be inaccurate because particle
geometry affects the roughness of the layer and further
diffusion of the substrate through the film.82 Therefore, an
approach similar to the aqueous phase was applied, assuming
the total possible area of the photocatalyst through measured
mass and BET results. That should partially correct the effect
of the particles’ morphology on the actual area available for the
reaction in the gas phase. By accepting this approach, the per-
surface activity order in the gas phase became the same as in
water due to the high surface area of the {0 0 1} samples.
However, these differences are less noticeable than for phenol
degradation. Ultimately, this suggests that surface energy might
be a more important factor during the gas-phase process.
These results are shown in Figure 8, in which observed k is
presented concerning the S·n−1 ratio, clearly dividing the data
into three series depending on the surface type. These could be
described as

k a S n 1= · ·

where k is the rate constant defined by the slope in Figure 6, a
is the fitted constant, S is the total surface area of the
photocatalyst during the process, defined by its mass and BET
surface area, and n denotes the amount of pollutant molecules
at the start of the process. Specifically

n
C V N

1000
mmol A= · ·

Figure 6. As-obtained phenol and toluene degradation results over the prepared samples, without accounting for possible factors (LOQ stands for
“limit of quantification”). The slope of the fitted lines is the rate constant (k) for the I-order reaction ln(C0/C) = k·t.
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where Cmmol is the pollutant’s concentration in mmol·dm−3, V
is the reactor volume in dm3, and NA is the Avogadro number.
Starting from this point, the slope of the fitted lines in Figure 8
(a parameter) should depend strictly on the nature of the
exposed facet. Therefore, further analysis of the fitted a was
performed with respect to the discussed predictors.
3.3. Analysis with Respect to Trapping Energy. Since

octahedral particles, enclosed with the {1 0 1} facets, was
found to be the most photocatalytic active in both reactions,
analysis of the fitted a was started by finding its correlation
with the trapping energy, which is the highest for this surface
(see Table 1). Figure 9 shows a as a function of total trapping
energy Etrap (simple sum of both electron and hole trapping

energies), together with an additional (0, 0) point,
representing the hypothetical situation of no surface present.

In the case of both reactions, this relation follows the
exponential character, which could be specially connected with
the possible distribution of the trapped states. As suggested by
Ma et al., the difference in the trapping energy should influence
the distribution of the trapped states, following Boltzmann
distribution.50 Then, the concentration of these states should
affect the actual performance observed during the photo-
catalytic reaction. Therefore, further analysis was performed
assuming the general formula of

a b e 1( )c E k T/trap B= · ·

Figure 7. Detailed results of the photocatalytic phenol degradation in the aqueous phase.
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where a is the analyzed slope from Figure 8, Etrap is the total
trapping energy, as defined before, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the absolute temperature, and b, c are further
fitted parameters. The summation of this analysis is presented
in Table 4, showing an excellent correlation in both cases.
Moreover, it could be further reasoned that the obtained c
parameter probably indicates the fraction of the trapped charge
carriers that effectively react at the surface. During the
photocatalytic degradation of aromatic pollutants, the gen-
eration of different reactive oxygen species (ROS) is crucial,
and the actual oxidation is often initiated by the attack of
generated radicals.29,83 Therefore, step-by-step illustration of
the process could be divided into four consecutive processes,
namely, (i) generation of charge carriers, (ii) their trapping at
the surface, (iii) surface reaction to generate ROS, and (iv)
reaction between ROS and the pollutant. Possible reactions

(eqs 1−7) are shown below for the photogenerated charge
carriers28,84,85

TiO hv h e2 + ++ (1)

h htrapped
+ +

(2)

e etrapped (3)

h H O OH Htrapped 2+ • ++ +
(4)

e O Otrapped 2 2+ • (5)

OH A A OH• + (6)

O AH A HO2 2• + • + (7)

Figure 8. Obtained results of phenol and toluene degradation with respect to the ratio between the total surface area of the photocatalyst (S) and
the number of the pollutant molecules at the start of the process (n).

Figure 9. Correlation between the observed a parameter and the total trapping energy (sum of electron and hole trapping energies) reported for
each surface. The presented y = ex line is drawn here only to highlight the general correlation.

Table 4. Results of a Fitting to the Expression a = b·(eEtrap/kBT·c−1)

a = b·(eEtrap/kBT·c−1) R2 fitted b fitted c reported photonic efficiency of •OH generation by TiO2 ref.

aqueous phase 0.9998 1.93387·1015 0.02275 between 0.029 and 0.035 86

gas phase 0.9936 9.66209·1015 0.02581
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In this study, the rate constant of the final steps that leads to
the chemical transformation of the pollutant using eqs 6 and 7
was calculated, while especially reactions 2 and 3 should be
driven by the analyzed trapping energy. However, it seems not
possible for all trapped states to effectively contribute to the
final rate since it would imply that reactions 4reactions −7 are
occurring with 100% efficiency. Therefore, the c parameter
must appear to “slow down” the process rate that could be
expected from the simple increase of the trapping energy.
Moreover, although the strict interpretation of the c parameter
is not obvious, it could be noted that its values of
approximately 0.02−0.03 are close to the reported photonic
efficiency of •OH generation by TiO2 (approx. 3%86). In this
regard, it might be suggested that these parameters are
somehow connected, for example, both will be affected by the
possible surface recombination. Ultimately, it is shown that the
observed rate should follow the trapping energy exponentially,
with the exponent being Etrap/kBT·c, and c might be a fraction
of maximum possible trapped states that will effectively
influence the reaction.

At this point, straightforward prediction of k, based on the
calculated S·n−1 ratio and analyzed trapping energy, reproduces
the overall activity order well. This indicates that Etrap is
probably the most important factor affecting the final rate.
Although it is not possible to directly identify reaction steps
through such an analysis, these results are in agreement with,
for example, the general mechanism of •OH formation on the
anatase TiO2 surface presented by Nosaka and Nosaka, which
includes h+ trapping on the surface O atom and the subsequent
H2O attack.28 However, Shirai et al. reported that details of

such a process might differ between the spherical and faceted
particles. In particular, the water-assisted hole trapping was not
observed for the {0 0 1} and {1 0 1} anatase facets, and {1 0 0}
was not considered.87 In this regard, the detailed mechanism of
possible reaction 4 might not be obvious for all nanostructures,
and a more complex mechanism might be discussed. First of
all, as shown by Chen et al., formation of the •OH radicals on
the {1 0 1} facet might involve h+ trapping on the surface 3-
fold coordinated O atom and subsequent transfer to the
terminal −OH group, which was found to be an energetically
favorable process.88 This might be further reasoned since
−OH groups are commonly observed on the TiO2 surface, for
example, on the FTIR spectrum.89 Furthermore, other species
are also expected to be present at the photocatalyst surface
depending on the environment (gas/liquid, pH, O2 concen-
tration, and adsorbed pollutant), which could further affect
charge carriers trapping and transfer.90 As recently reported by
Hwang et al., formation of •OH might also include the
reductive path from O2, which contributed to approximately
one-third of the observed oxidation product of benzoic acid
over anatase particles.91 During such a reaction, H2O is
expected to react with the surface O2 in the presence of excited
electrons. As reported by Setvin et al., this specific process on
the {1 0 1} facet induces dissociation of water to OOH− and
OH−, which becomes almost a barrierless reaction.92 There-
fore, due to the reduction process on the {1 0 1} facet,
generation of the •OH radicals might also be increased
through the subsequent oxidation of OH−, rather than H2O
itself. This might also be stimulated by the relatively high water

Figure 10. Predicted vs observed k and the residual plot for both reactions, obtained with the model considering only the trapping energy and the
S·n−1 ratio. Parameters obtained from the regression analysis are presented in Table 4.
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adsorption and Lewis acidity, previously reported for this
surface.89

Unfortunately, due to the limited number of such detailed
studies, similar cooperation between the reduction and
oxidation of oxygen/water can be analyzed in detail only for
the {1 0 1} facets. Therefore, more detailed studies on the
reactivity of all these facets to generate different ROS, for
example, in different environments, are planned to give better
insight into the details of their possible formation. Never-
theless, the presented description of the possible reactions on
the {1 0 1} combine both h+ and e− processes to “cooperate”
with one another due to (i) e−/O2 induced dissociation of
water and (ii) h+ reaction with the OH− generated through this
dissociation, and this fits the presented trend nicely, explaining
why the high trapping energy of both charge carriers on the {1
0 1} facets resulted in its highest observed activity. Ultimately,
Figure 10 shows the plots of predicted versus observed k for
both reactions, when only the trapping energy was considered
to determine a, as well as calculated residuals for both cases
(kmodel−kobs). Specifically

k b
S
n

e 1( )c
E
k T

trap

B= · · ·

As seen, especially in the case of phenol degradation, some
points are predicted very well. However, the overall error
might still achieve quite large values, especially for the high k
(up to 40% of the observed rate constant), as well as
predictions for toluene are generally erroneous, despite the
overall trend being preserved. In this regard, other factors that
might improve possible predictions were studied.
3.4. Further Analysis concerning the Surface Energy

and the Number of Trapping Centers. The analysis
described in the previous section focused on the reported
trapping energies of holes and electrons on the obtained
anatase crystal surfaces. These energies should especially
influence the probability of charge carriers’ trapping at the
surface, which could react with other substrates, as outlined in
the previous section. However, to describe the whole process
properly, this should be further connected with the number of
trapping centers and the number of reacting molecules at the
surface. Initially, it was assumed to be proportional to the S·n−1

ratio; however, further considerations might be made to
improve this relationship. First of all, it is known that different
surfaces have different numbers of different-coordinated atoms
that could effectively trap both charge carriers. Although it was
highlighted before that specific trapping behavior can change
due to the presence of adsorbates, the details are not presented
for all surfaces.87,93 Therefore, at this point, we will follow the
trapping description presented in the same study as adopted
trapping energies (in vacuum) since they are strictly connected
and still allow to relatively compare analyzed facets. Based on
these results, the theoretical number of surface atoms that
could effectively start the reaction was calculated. For the (1 0
0) and (1 0 1) surface models, this is equal to the number of
both 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms (5f-Ti) and 2-fold
coordinated O atoms (2f-O) as both electrons and holes
should effectively localize on them.50 However, in the case of
the (1 0 0) surface, Ma et al. have shown that these electrons
partially delocalize over the surface 5f-Ti atoms.50 In this
regard, it could be expected that not all Ti sites can effectively
trap e− for this surface. Therefore, the density of 5f-Ti atoms
that could trap electrons on (1 0 0) was arbitrarily reduced to

represent only two-third of the total Ti atoms. Finally, surface
localization of electrons is not occurring for the (0 0 1)
model,50,93,94 as highlighted before. Therefore, the possible
number of active centers should correspond only to holes
trapping on the 2f-O atoms. These values are presented in
Table 5.

Based on the obtained number of ″active″ atoms on the
surface, the initial S·n−1 ratio was rearranged to the actual
number of possible trapping centers (ntrap) per number of
pollutant molecules (n). Furthermore, the actual number of
reacting molecules should differ depending on its adsorption
rate from the fluid to the surface. This process should
especially depend on the surface energy (Esurf) as it will
influence the final energy of adsorption.95 Therefore, the
surface energy was introduced as a final factor in the
considered model. Starting from this point, identical analysis
was performed; however, the initial S·n−1 ratio was changed to
the number of different expressions, including either the
surface energy or the calculated ntrap·n−1 ratio. Therefore, the
value on X-axis in Figure 8 was changed, which affected the
obtained a parameter. Ultimately, the new a value was fitted to
the trapping energy in the same way as before. To represent
model consistency with the experimental results, the RSS was
calculated for each considered model. As presented in Table 6,
introduction of different terms either improved or worsened
the model’s fit depending on the reaction type. Nevertheless, a
visibly better fit can be obtained when specific terms were
introduced. Concerning the phenol degradation, introduction
of both Esurf and the square root of ntrap·n−1 allowed to achieve
the best model accuracy, which especially resulted from the
better fit for the high k values.

For the toluene degradation reaction, mostly the presence of
the second power of Esurf improves model accuracy when both
ntrap·n−1 and S·n−1 ratios were considered. However, the best fit
is still obtained when a simple surface area is considered
instead of the number of the trapping sites. First of all, this
shows that different contributions of the surface energy might
be expected for different reaction systems. Especially, it might
be suggested that surface energy contributes more to the mass
transfer inside the system for the gas-phase process since this
reaction was performed in static air. Second, it shows that
estimation of the active sites present during the gas-phase
process is less accurate than for the phenol degradation. This
probably results from the difficulties to precisely determine the
fraction of the prepared layer, which is freely exposed to the
reaction system. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 11, the
general predictions of both models are good, especially in the
case of phenol degradation. The highest error is observed
mostly for the high k values in the case of toluene degradation,

Table 5. Calculated Number of 5f-Ti Atoms and 2f-O Atoms
That Could act as a Trapping Center for e− and h+, Based
on the Surface Structures and Trapping Process Described
in the Literature

surface
model

5f-Ti atoms available for e−

trapping (1018·m−2)
2f-O atoms available for h+

trapping (1018·m−2) refs.

(0 0 1) 0a 6.96378
(1 0 0) 3.70300b 5.55450 49,50

(1 0 1) 5.15191 5.15191
aReported trapping does not occur at the surface. bArbitrarily reduced
by one-third due to partial delocalization over adjusting 5f-Ti.
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and specifically, this is for the {1 0 1} enclosed octahedral
nanoparticles. This suggests that samples enclosed with these
facets might behave slightly different from the {1 0 0} and {0 0
1} ones in the gas phase.

Finally, it could be also noticed that similar behavior was
observed for the phenol degradation process. In this case, the
introduction of the Esurf·(ntrap·n−1)1/2 term produced the best
results overall. However, this mainly resulted from the best fit
for the high k values (so, the octahedral samples), while
actually for the low k, the relative error was the lowest for the
Esurf ·ntrap·n−1 term. In fact, the better fit exclusively for the low
phenol k values is observed even in Figure 10 than in Figure
11. Ultimately, this suggests that there might be a significant
difference in the effect of crucial factors for low and high
surface-to-pollutant ratios.
3.5. Side Facets Effect and Variance with Different

Esurf Values. The analysis performed so far was focused on the
properties of facets that were found to be dominant for each
sample. However, especially in the case of the {0 0 1} and {1 0
0} exposing nanostructures, additional facets must appear at
the side/end of the particle to “close” its three-dimensional
structure. These additional side facets are most likely to
influence the final activity due to the different properties and

possible charge separation. Unfortunately, precise description
of such facets is difficult when their content is reduced and
formation of the strictly defined structures is often not
observed. Instead, less defined structures, curvatures, and
combinations of different facets and microfacets also appear,
whose exact structure and properties are not precisely known.
In this regard, their systematic introduction into the model is
much more complicated than in the case of the dominant
facets.

Nevertheless, some simplified approach can be introduced
and analyzed, assuming that these side facets would have
properties similar to the {1 0 1} one. This could be especially
justified by noticing that most of the possible side facets,
including structures like {1 0 1}, {1 0 3}, {1 0 5}, or {1 1 0},
can expose low-coordinated titanium atoms (4-fold) on the
surface, which can especially promote electron trapping.
Therefore, possible trapping of the charge carriers should be
enhanced if such structures would appear along with the {0 0
1} or {1 0 0} facets. As a result, the Etrap value in the model
should be increased. This effect can be partially corrected if we
assume Etrap to be a weighted mean between the dominant
facet and the {1 0 1} one, where weights are their approximate
share in the particle’s surface. Specifically

Table 6. RSS Obtained for the Models Calculated Using Different Terms in the First Step of the Fitting

RSS·(10−6) S·n−1 Esurf·S·n−1 Esurf2·S·n−1 ntrap·n−1 Esurf·ntrap·n−1 Esurf2·ntrap·n−1 Esurf·(ntrap·n−1)1/2

phenol 0.68 0.71 1.08 0.71 0.67 0.82 0.14
toluene 1.64 1.09 0.87 1.90 1.37 0.90 2.45

Figure 11. Predicted versus observed k and the residual plot for both reactions, obtained with the best-fitting model for both cases.
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E E x E xdominant dominant 1 0 1 1 0 1trap = · + ·{ } { }

where Edominant and E{101} are the trapping energies reported for
the dominant facet and {1 0 1} one, respectively, and x is their
corresponding share in the particle’s surface (xdominant + x{101} =
1). To obtain x values, detailed analysis of the particles’
morphology was performed based on the SEM images, and
estimated share of the dominant facet was calculated following
the observed lengths and theoretical orientation between the
(0 0 1)/(1 0 0) and the (1 0 1) crystal planes of anatase (these
could be easily obtained from the commonly accessible.cif
files). Ultimately, the calculated share of the dominant facets is
approximately 80% for the {0 0 1} exposing sample and 82%
for the {1 0 0} one. The remainder of the particles is assumed
to be enclosed by the {1 0 1} facets in both cases. Based on
these values, the modified Etrap energy was introduced to the
analysis for the best-fitting models, as well as Esurf and ntrap,
recalculated analogically to the trapping energy.

As presented in Figure 12 based on the calculated residuals,
such an approach gave only a moderate change to the model
accuracy, mostly affecting individual points indicated with
arrows. Moreover, the effect is opposite for the gas and
aqueous phases, that is, for the phenol degradation, it
improved accuracy, while it decreased for toluene. While this
is in some consistency with the previous observations, showing
generally that a more accurate model is possible to obtain
when particles are dispersed in water, more details are probably
needed to introduce a similar analysis with a significant effect.
In this regard, especially more studies on the facet-to-facet
junctions would be necessary to precisely describe their
interactions in a quantitative way.

Finally, it was also studied how different values of Esurf
reported in the literature could affect the accuracy of the
developed model. To do so, different models were developed
based on the surface energies summarized in Table 7.

The change in the model accuracy when developed with
different Esurf values is presented in Figure 13 as the observed
maximum, mean, and minimum absolute residual values.
Noteworthy, the effect is quite small, with the error change
between different models being generally ≤5·10−5 s−1. This is
approximately 15% of the lowest rate constants and
approximately 5% of the mean values for both reactions.

Moreover, it could be observed that the highest and lowest
errors in the gas phase are almost independent of the surface
energy value. Therefore, compared to previous analysis, the
effect is quite small, and models with analogical accuracy can
be obtained with different Esurf values (e.g., changes indicated
in Figure 12 are generally 1 order of magnitude higher than
here). This is in some general agreement with the known
accuracy of the DFT methods, which show that while the exact
obtained values could differ between the studies/methods, the
observed trends are more robust and the change is similar for
all considered models. Therefore, as long as the analyzed
values are obtained with the same computational details, their
effect on the final model is nearly the same.
3.6. Fluorination of the {0 0 1} Facets and Model

Limitations. The presented analysis shows that the activity of
the TiO2 nanostructures in the degradation process of organic
compounds is mostly controlled by the charge carriers trapped
on the photocatalyst surface. This process is heavily affected by
the exposed crystal facet, and therefore, through computational
analysis of such trapping behavior, it is possible to predict the
activity of the final nanostructure. However, it should be noted
that some limitations of such approach are still present. First of
all, the performed studies are based on the models of ideal
surfaces, which under the real conditions are not always
expected. For example, fluorination of the {0 0 1} facets was
observed during this study as a result of HF-mediated growth.
Right now, the presence of different adsorbed species, and
fluorine in particular,99−101 is known to affect the chemical
states on the TiO2 surface. However, it is not arbitrarily known
how exactly it will affect the distribution of the trapped charge
carriers. For example, Mino et al. have observed that removal
of the fluorine from the {0 0 1} facets by NaOH washing

Figure 12. Comparison of the models’ accuracy with and without considering possible effects of the side facets for the {0 0 1} and {1 0 0} exposing
nanoparticles. Arrows indicate changes most contributing to the total accuracy.

Table 7. Different Values of Surface Energies Reported in
the Literature, Used for the Models’ Comparison

Surface
energy
(J·m−2)

Lazzeri
et al.
PBE

Lazzeri
et al.
LDA

Mino et
al. fixed
cell

Mino et
al. relaxed

cell
Arrouvel
et al.

Zhao
et al.

{0 0 1} 0.90 1.38 1.275 1.12 0.98 1.08
{1 0 0} 0.53 0.96 0.79 0.76 0.53 0.71
{1 0 1} 0.44 0.84 0.67 0.64 0.44 0.61
ref. 49 49 96 96 97 98
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increased the phenol degradation rate.89 On the other hand, it
should be also noted that some surface fluorination is known
to increase •OH generation through water oxidation by TiO2,
as shown by Chen et al.102 or Mrowetz et al.103 Therefore, at
this point, it could be expected that some maximum activity of
the {0 0 1} facets should be observed depending on the exact
presence of the fluorine; however, the optimal conditions for
each specific case are more complex. In this regard, to increase
the observed activity of the prepared {0 0 1} nanosheets,
different washing procedures were performed: (1) washing
with a 0.1 M NaOH solution for 2 h at 300 K, with TiO2
concentration of 10 mg·cm−3, followed by rinsing with 0.1 M
HNO3 and water, as described by Mino et al.;89 (2) analogical

procedure but only with 30 min of NaOH wash; (3) analogical
to 1 but without HNO3 washing; (4) analogical to 1 but
without HNO3 washing and with NaOH concentration
reduced to 0.05 M; (5) only single-time rinsing with 0.1 M
NaOH solution and then with water. Performed activity tests
after the washing procedures are presented in Figure 14 for the
degradation of 20 mg·dm−3 phenol solution (analogical effects
was observed for other reactions).

It was found that the activity increases only in the case of
procedure 5, that is, single-time rinsing with 0.1 M NaOH
solution and then with water, while all other procedures lead to
a reduction of the observed activity. This suggests that the
exact surface states became alternated between different

Figure 13. Comparison of absolute error values (maximum, mean, and minimum) for models developed with different reported values of surface
energy for the dominant facets.

Figure 14. Effect of different washing procedures on the observed photocatalytic activity of the anatase particles with exposed {0 0 1} facets in the
degradation of 20 mg·dm−3 phenol solution.

Table 8. Effect of Washing the {0 0 1} Nanosheets With NaOH Solution on the Details of the Best-Fitting Models for Both
Reactions

aqueous phase gas phase

before wash after wash before wash after wash

fitted a for {0 0 1} series 3.18858·10−4 4.0763·10−4 1.34236·1016 1.71608·1016

R2 exp fit of a for all series 0.9985 0.99495 0.99957 0.99993
fitted b 3.0841·10−4 3.32709·10−4 1.26703·1016 1.29706·1016

fitted c 0.02842 0.02766 0.03972 0.03948
RSS (10−6) 0.14 0.28 0.87 1.03
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washing procedures. Nevertheless, the activity of the {0 0 1}
facets could be indeed increased by eliminating some of the
present fluorine, and the final activity is approximately 28%
higher than initial, which is comparable with the effect
observed by Mino et al.89 This change affected the model
details and generally resulted in lower accuracy of all
considered models. Nevertheless, the change is not high
enough to change the general observations. Specifically, the
relative activity of different facets remains the same and still
shows good exponential correlation with the trapping energy.
Finally, the “best-fitting” models from Table 6 remain best
fitting after the washing, and their comparison is shown in
Table 8.

The second challenge of the presented model is that the
performed analysis does not represent the total reactivity of the
charge carriers since their direct transfer from the photo-
catalysts, without trapping, is still possible.104 This leads to the
problem that it is not possible to precisely determine the
“limiting” current of the specific charge carrier,105,106 for
example, e− reacting on the {0 0 1} facet. This problem is
observed both for pure as well as for the fluorinated (0 0 1)
surfaces. The second one was specifically performed during
this study, and the obtained results of the possible electron
trapping on the F-terminated (0 0 1) model are presented in
Figure 15 based on the density of states (DOS) distribution.
As shown in Figure 15b, no change in the DOS position is
observed after localizing the electron on the surface Ti, which
shows that no additional states are formed. Moreover, the
calculated Bader charge on the trapping Ti atom indicated only
partial localization compared to the delocalized model (0.16e
difference, where e is the electron charge unit). Finally, the
trapping energy, defined analogical as in the work of Ma et
al.,50 resulted only in a value of 2 meV. Therefore, possible
energetic stabilization due to charge localization is negligible
and below DFT accuracy. In this regard, further studies are
needed on the possible electron transfer and its reactivity on
the (0 0 1) surface, as well as on the effect of fluorine or other
adsorbates on this particular process. The presented approach
allows only to predict relative reactivity of different surfaces
based on their comparison, rather than arbitrarily model it
from the single simulation.

Thus, it is expected that the specific details of the model
should also depend on the exact nature of the pollutant. At this
point, we can anticipate that pollutants which prefer to directly
transfer an electron to the photocatalyst (e.g., some dyes)
would show higher deviation from the model introduced in
this work. Nevertheless, concerning pollutants that are
photochemically stable themselves, phenol and toluene are
suggested as good model representatives. Moreover, the
presented analysis can still provide valuable information
about the photocatalyst. It allows to show if trapped charge
carriers are mostly responsible for inducing the degradation
reaction. In such a case, the number of reacting species
depends on the trapping energy (the energy gain of the system
when the charge carrier became trapped on the surface) rather
than the surface energy or even the number of active sites
(undercoordinated atoms). Since design strategies of the
possibly most active photocatalysts still present an extremely
complex image, such findings might be a good guide for future
studies. Above all, this directly links the observed photo-
catalytic activity to the specific surface features that could be
designed, simulated, and optimized without extensive exper-
imental work. So far, such an approach is generally missing in
the literature.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Analyzed data showed that under the accepted experimental
conditions, photocatalytic degradation of both toluene and
phenol is mainly affected by the energy of charge carriers
trapping at the photocatalysts’ surface. This straightforwardly
predicts the highest per-surface photocatalytic activity of the {1
0 1} enclosed anatase octahedrons due to their high trapping
energy. Simultaneously, anatase nanosheets with the {0 0 1}
exposed facets are the least active ones. The relation between
the trapping energy and the observed rate constants is
exponential, which is in accordance with the expected
Boltzmann distribution of the trapped states. However, the
exact value of the Etrap/kT exponent should be further
weighted with the additional parameter c. It could be suggested
that this parameter represents the fraction of the surface-
trapped states that effectively induces the process since it is
well known that not all excited/trapped charge carriers will
contribute to the final reaction. Moreover, the c value obtained

Figure 15. (a) Top and side views of the model of the F-covered anatase TiO2 (0 0 1) surface. The rectangle represents the boundaries of the
periodic simulation box, and circles represent atoms of titanium (gray), oxygen (red), or fluorine (green). (b) DOS plot of the TiO2 system in its
negatively charged state, with the charge of the extra electron localized or delocalized. The energies are relative to the Fermi level, represented by
the dashed vertical line.
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during analyses was always found to be in the range of 0.020−
0.041, which would fit the value of, for example, the photonic
efficiency of •OH generation (approx. 3%). Concerning other
possible factors, their introduction might further improve the
performed prediction. However, their contribution depends on
the reaction system.

For the phenol degradation, the surface energy affects the
rate constant linearly, while in the gas-phase reaction, it acts as
a Esurf

2. Finally, depending on the reaction, the best model was
obtained when the number of possible trapping centers was
introduced (water phase) or it was estimated with the simple
surface area of the photocatalyst (gas phase). These results
might be beneficial for further design of the new photocatalyst
structures, giving a clear insight on what effect might be
expected for its different surfaces without performing extensive
experimental studies.
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